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Abstract: A novel design of the computational intelligent framework is
presented to solve a class of host-vector-predator nonlinear model governed
with set of ordinary differential equations. The host-vector-predator nonlinear
model depends upon five groups or classes, host plant susceptible and infected
populations, vectors population of susceptible and infected individuals and
the predator population. An unsupervised artificial neural network is designed
using the computational framework of local and global search competencies
of interior-point algorithm and genetic algorithms. For solving the host-
vector-predator nonlinear model, a merit function is constructed using the
differential model and its associated boundary conditions. The optimization
of this merit function is performed using the computational strength of
designed integrated heuristics based on interior point method and genetic
algorithms. For the comparison, the obtained numerical solutions of networks
models optimized with efficacy of global search of genetic algorithm and
local search with interior point method have been compared with the Adams
numerical solver based results or outcomes. Moreover, the statistical analysis
will be performed to check the reliability, robustness, viability, correctness and
competency of the designed integrated heuristics of unsupervised networks
trained with genetic algorithm aid with interior point algorithm for solving the
biological based host-vector-predator nonlinear model for sundry scenarios of
paramount interest.
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1 Introduction

There are various diseases in plants through microorganisms like protozoan fungi, nematode
worms, bacteria, viruses and vector spreading viruses. A number of approaches have been applied to
control the spread of diseases in plants named as predators, which work as a biological representative
[1]. For the spreading diseases in the plants, the mathematical form of the modeling has a dynamic
part in retrospectively to examine the vector-borne dynamics based on the plant viruses [2]. Jeger
et al. studied the model based on the mathematical plant form to recognize the virus transmission
and disease dynamics vectors [3]. After a year, Jeger et al. formed a classified system to reflect the
dynamics of vector population to examine the viral spread impacts [4]. Rida et al. expressed the plant
diseases, which are conveyed through the vectors [5]. Muryawi et al. discussed the dynamical form of
a nonlinear system in the plant vector-borne dispersal diseases through insects [6]. He also worked on
the nonlinear deterministic model and simulated to the hypothetical parameter values. A number of
researchers formulated the epidemiological forms for a single type of vector/plant to investigate the
host plant through two diseases. Khan et al. presented the EH − SH − SV− IH− IV− EV system that
labels the dynamics of pine wilt disease [7]. Bokil et al. proposed a plant system based on the vector-
virus using the policy of mud planting [8]. Donnelly et al. introduced a simple system to designate the
dynamic population of vector mechanisms [9]. Anggriani et al. proposed a deterministic mathematical
compartmental network using the vector-borne to control the impacts of insect vectors based on the
virus of rice plant. The spread dynamics of diseases in the plants to deliver the protective, rouging,
replanting and curative [10].

The mathematical form of a system designates the numerous complexities along with the various
features. Few systems require high complexity cost particularly for simulation that are considered
complex or stiff system. There are various formulation approaches that have been applied to the
researcher’s community for solving the nonlinear equation systems. Few of them are the Adams
numerical scheme [11], Caputo fractional scheme [12], differential transformation method [13],
variational iteration technique [14] and a few other methods that have been cited in these References
[15–24].

The current study is related to design a computational framework to solve a class of host-vector-
predator nonlinear model (HVPNM). The biological HVPNM depends upon five groups, host plant
susceptible and infected populations, vectors population of susceptible and infected individuals and
the predator population. An unsupervised artificial neural network (UANN) is designed using the
computational framework of local and global search competencies of interior-point algorithm (IPA)
and genetic algorithm (GA), i.e., UANN-GA-IPA. Suryaningrat et al. [25] proposed a host-vector
system to adopt a predator that works as a biological agent using the disease vectors from plants.
The biological HVPNM dependent upon five groups, host plant susceptible and infected populations,
vectors population of susceptible and infected individuals and the predator population. The general
form of the biological HVPNM together with the initial conditions (ICs) is presented as [26]:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

S′
h(u) = μNh − β2Iv(u)Sh(u)(Nv)

−1 − μSh(u), Sh(0) = a1,
I ′

h(u) = −μIh(u) + β2Iv(u)Sh(u)(Nv)
−1, Ih(0) = a2,

S′
v(u) = −ηSv(u) + ηNv − εSv(u)P(u) − β1Sv(u)Ih(u)(Nh)

−1, Sv(0) = a3,
I ′

v(u) = −ηSv(u) − εP(u)Iv(u) + β1Sv(u)Ih(u)(Nh)
−1, Iv(0) = a4,

P′(u) = ε (Sv(u) + Iv(u)) P(u) − δP(u) P(0) = a5.

(1)
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The state variables of the biological HVPNM with the suitable selections are accessible in Tab. 1,
which is given as:

Table 1: Appropriate values for the biological HVPNM

Parameters Descriptions

Ih Infected host plant’s population
Sh Susceptible host plant’s population
Sv Vector population of susceptible individuals
P Predator’s population
Iv Vector population of infected individuals
Nv Overall vector population
μ Host plant rate and birth mortality
η Vector rate and birth mortality
Nh Plant population of host
β2 Transmission rate from vector’s host plant
ε Prediction’s rate
β1 Transmission rate from vectors to host plant
δ Mortality rate of predator
u Time
aj, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ICs

The stochastic numerical solvers have been implemented to solve in various applications, few of
them are higher kind of singular models, dengue fever nonlinear model, singular form of fractional
models, coronavirus system based on SITR, prey-predator system, doubly singular systems, and
mosquito dispersal heterogeneous environmental model, see [27–30] and citations therein. Taking into
account of these demonstrations, the authors are concerned to solve the biological HVPNM using the
computational UANN-GA-IPA. Few novel inspirations of the UANN-GA-IPA are given as:

• The numerical results of the biological HVPNM are accessible efficiently based on the compu-
tational UANN-GA-IPA measures.

• The reliable, consistent and stable effects of the biological HVPNM validate the computational
procedures of the UANN-GA-IPA.

• The endorsement of the presentation is stated by using different statistical measures to solve the
biological HVPNM on twenty trials using the computational form of the UANN-GA-IPA.

• The values of the absolute error (AE) in good measures authenticate the consistency and
reliability of the computational form of the UANN-GA-IPA.

• The computational form of the UANN-GA-IPA are efficiently applied to solve the biological
HVPNM used effortlessly for better considerations.

The other parts of the paper parts are derived as: Section 2 designates the computational
performances of the UANN-GA-IPA together with the statistical operators. Section 3 demonstrates
the result reproductions. Section 4 shows the concluding remarks and future research guidance.
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2 Designed Approach: UANN-GA-IPAS

The current section presents a computational framework based on the UNN-GA-IPA to solve the
biological HVPNM in two ways.

• A merit function is constructed using the designed system and its ICs.
• The necessary measures are derived based on the UANN-GA-IPA hybridization.

2.1 Designed Procedures
The mathematical proposals of the biological HVPNM together with its derivatives are given as:

[Ŝh(u), Îh(u), Ŝv(u), Îv(u), P̂(u)] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r∑
k=1

bSh ,kT(wSh ,ku + fSh ,k),
r∑

k=1

bIh ,kT(wIh ,ku + fIh ,k),
r∑

k=1

bSv ,kT(wSv ,ku + fSv ,k),
r∑

k=1

bIv ,kT(wIv ,ku + fIv ,k),
r∑

k=1

bP,kT(wP,ku + fP,k)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (2)

[Ŝ′
h(u), Î ′

h(u), Ŝ′
v(u), Î ′

v(u), P̂′(u)] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r∑
k=1

bSh ,kT ′(wSh ,ku + fSh ,k),
r∑

k=1

bIh ,kT ′(wIh ,ku + fIh ,k),
r∑

k=1

bSv ,kT ′(wSv ,ku + fSv ,k),
r∑

k=1

bIv ,kT ′(wIv ,ku + fIv ,k),
r∑

k=1

bP,kT ′(wP,ku + fP,k)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

where, T authenticates the merit function, Ŝh, Îh, Ŝv, Îv and P̂ indicate the proposed solutions, while W
represents an unidentified weight vector, which is given as:

W = [WSh
, W Ih

,WSv , W Iv , WP],

for WSh
= [bSh

,ωSh
, f Sh

], W Ih
= [bIh

,ωIh
, f Ih

], WSv = [bSv ,ωSv , f Sv
], W Iv = [bIv ,ωIv , f Iv

] and WP =
[bP,ωP, f P], where

bSh
= [bSh ,1

, bSh ,2, bSh ,3, . . . , bSh ,r
], bIh

= [bIh ,1
, bIh ,2, bIh ,3, . . . , bIh ,r

], bSv = [bSv ,1, bSv,2, bSv ,3, . . . , bSv ,r],
bIv = [bIv ,1, bIv ,2, bIv ,3, . . . , bIv ,r] wP = [wP ,1, wP,2, wP,3, . . . , wP ,r], wSh

= [wSh ,1
, wSh ,2, wSh ,3, . . . , wSh ,r

],
wIh

= [wIh ,1
, wIh ,2, wIh ,3, . . . , wIh ,r

], wSv = [wSv ,1, wSv ,2, wSv ,3, . . . , wSv ,r], wIv = [wIv ,1, wIv ,2, wIv ,3, . . . , wIv ,r],
wP = [wP ,1, wP,2, wP,3, . . . , wP ,r], fSh

= [fSh ,1
, fSh ,2, fSh ,3, . . . , fSh ,r

], fIh
= [fIh ,1

, fIh ,2, fIh ,3, . . . , fIh ,r
],

fSv = [fSv ,1, fSv ,2, fSv ,3, . . . , fSv ,r], fIv = [fIv ,1, fIv ,2, fIv,3, . . . , fIv ,r], fP = [fP ,1, fP,2, fP,3, . . . , fP ,r].
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The Log-Sigmoid function used as an activation function, mathematically T(u) = 1
(1+exp(−u))

is
applied in the above network is given as:

[Ŝh(u), Îh(u), Ŝv(u), Îv(u), P̂(u)] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r∑
k=1

bSh ,k

1 + e−
(

wSh ,ku+fSh ,k

) ,
r∑

k=1

bIh ,k

1 + e−
(

wIh,ku+fIh ,k

) ,

r∑
k=1

bSv ,k

1 + e−(wSv ,ku+fSv ,k)
,

r∑
k=1

bIv ,k

1 + e−(wIv ,ku+fIv ,k)
,

r∑
k=1

bP,k

1 + e−(wP,ku+fP,k)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

[Ŝ′
h(u), Î ′

h(u), Ŝ′
v(u), Î ′

v(u), P̂′(u)] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r∑
k=1

bSh ,kwSh ,ke
−
(

wSh ,ku+fSh ,k

)
(

1 + e−
(

wSh ,ku+fSh ,k

))2 ,
r∑

k=1

bIh ,kwIh ,ke
−
(

wIh ,ku+fIh ,k

)
(

1 + e−
(

wIh,ku+fIh ,k

))2 ,

r∑
k=1

bSv ,kwSv ,ke−(wSv ,ku+fSv ,k)(
1 + e−(wSv ,ku+fSv ,k)

)2 ,
r∑

k=1

bIv ,kwIv ,ke−(wIv ,ku+fIv ,k)(
1 + e−(wIv ,ku+fIv ,k)

)2 ,

r∑
k=1

bP,kwP,ke−(wP,ku+fP,k)(
1 + e−(wP,ku+fP,k)

)2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (3)

The mathematical formulation of the merit function becomes as:

� = �1 + �2 + �3 + �4 + �5 + �6, (4)

�1 = 1
N

N∑
K=1

[
(Ŝ′

h)K − μNh + β2(Îv)K(Ŝh)K(Nv)
−1 + μ(Ŝh)K

]2

, (5)

�2 = 1
N

N∑
K=1

[
(I ′

h)K + μ(Ih)K − β2(Iv)K(Sh)K(Nv)
−1
]2

, (6)

�3 = 1
N

N∑
K=1

[
(S′

v)K + η(Sv)K − ηNv + ε(Sv)K(P)K + β1(Sv)K(Ih)K(Nh)
−1
]2

, (7)

�4 = 1
N

N∑
K=1

[
(I ′

v)K + η(Sv)K + ε(P)K(Iv)K − β1(Sv)K(Ih)K(Nh)
−1
]2

, (8)

�5 = 1
N

N∑
K=1

[(P′)K − ε ((Sv)K + (Iv)K) (P)K + δ(P)K ]2, (9)

�6 = 1
5

[(
(Ŝh)0 − a1

)2

+
(
(Îh)0 − a2

)2

+
(
(Ŝv)0 − a3

)2

+
(
(Îv)0 − a4

)2

+
(
(P̂)0 − a5

)2
]

, (10)

where (Ŝh)K = Sh (uK) , (Îh)K = Ih (uK) , (Ŝv)K = Sv (uK) , (Îv)K = Iv (uK) , P̂K = P (uK) , χK = hK and
Nh = 1. Similarly, Eqs. (4) to (9) is the mathematical form of a merit function based on the biological
HVPNM, whereas, Eq. (10) is a merit function using the ICs.
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2.2 Optimization Performance: UANN-GA-IPA
This section shows the optimization performances of the biological HVPNM using the computa-

tional measures based on the UANN-GA-IPAS.

A global search process GA is a well-known famous optimization procedure, which is applied
to solve the nonlinear and linear models. This process is performed to handle both unconstrained/-
constrained models using the selection process and normally implemented to regulate the precise
population results for solving the numerous steep/complicated systems of ideal training. Recently,
GA is performed/executed in many applications including the hospitalization outflow models, feature
assortment in cancer microarray, images of brain tumor, vehicle routing models, prediction differential
system, radiation protective in the borate-bismuth glasses, optimization procedures of cloud service,
liver disease systems and many more.

IPA is an optimization local search procedure, which is normally applied to solve constrained/un-
constrained systems. IPA is an efficient algorithm that is applied to calculate the competent results.
Recently, IPA is used in constant nonlinear models’ identification, monotone linear complementarity
systems with the symmetrical cones, viscus fluids, magnetic three-dimensional sparse inversion,
sufficient LCPs scheme of algebraically equivalent revolution, second kind of cone programming,
singular higher order systems and many others. The GA-IPA hybridization scheme is applied to control
the slowness of GA, and the GAIPA is shown in Tab. 2.

2.3 Performance Measures
In this section, the performance measures in terms of variance account for (VAF), semi-

interquartile range (S.I.R) and Theil’s inequality coefficient (TIC) together with the global
representations are executed to solve the biological HVPNM is mathematically formulated as:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎡
⎣VAFSh , VAFIh ,

VAFSv , VAFIv ,
VAFP

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎛
⎝1 −

var
(
(Sh)k − (Ŝh)k

)
var(Sh)k

⎞
⎠ ∗ 100,

⎛
⎝1 −

var
(
(Ih)k − (Îh)k

)
var(Ih)k

⎞
⎠ ∗ 100,

⎛
⎝1 −

var
(
(Sv)k − (Ŝv)k

)
var(Sv)k

⎞
⎠ ∗ 100,

⎛
⎝1 −

var
(
(Iv)k − (Îv)k

)
var(Iv)k

⎞
⎠ ∗ 100,

⎛
⎝1 −

var
(

Pk − P̂k

)
var(Pk)

⎞
⎠ ∗ 100

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎣EVAFSh , EVAFIh ,

EVAFSv , EVAFIv ,
EVAFP

⎤
⎦ = [∣∣100 − VAFSh , 100 − VAFIh , 100 − VAFSv , 100 − VAFIv , 100 − VAFP

∣∣] .

(11)

{
S.I.R = −1

2
(Q1 − Q3) ,

Q1 & Q3 represent the quartile1 & quartile 3,
(12)
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Table 2: Optimization soundings through UANN-GA-IPA for the biological HVPNM

Start of GA process
Inputs: The chromosomes represent equal number of
system element as: W = [b,w,f ]
Population: Chromosomes vectors are derived as:
WSh

= [bSh
,ωSh

, f Sh
], W Ih

= [bIh
,ωIh

, f Ih
], WSv = [bSv ,ωSv , f Sv

], W Iv = [bIv ,ωIv , f Iv
]

and WP = [bP,ωP, f P].
Output: W GA, i.e., the best vectors characterize the values
Of the global weights
Initialization: For the selection of chromosomes, regulate
the W GA.
Fit Valuation: Adapt the � for the population (P) for
the Eqs. (4)–(10)
• Stopping principles: Dismiss if [� = 10−21], [StallLimit=110],
[TolCon=10−20], [Generations=80],
[PopSize=300] & [TolFun =10−22].
Go to [storage]
Ranking: The best W GA vectors in the population to find �.
Storage: Store W GA, function counts, generation, � & time for
the GA values.

GA process Ends
IPA Starts

Inputs: Best W GA is the starting point
Output: Weights of GA-IPA are indicated as W GA−IPA
Initialize: Assignments, Best W GB and iterations
Terminating process: Terminate, if [� = 10−20],
[MaxFunEvals = 265000], [TolFun=10−20],
[TolX=10−21], & [Iterations=1500].
FIT design: Calculate W GA−IPA & � for Eqs. (4) to (10).
Amendments: Control ‘fmincon’ for IPA and � to evaluate
the ‘W’ by using Eqs. (4)–(10).
Accumulate: Transmute W GA−IPA, time, �, function counts
and iterations using the current runs of IPA.

IPA End
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⎡
⎣TICSh

, TICIh
,

TICSv , TICIv ,
TICP

⎤
⎦=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

√
1
n

n∑
k=1

(
(Sh)k −

(
Ŝh

)
k

)2

(√
1
n

n∑
k=1

(Sh)
2
k +
√

1
n

n∑
k=1

(
Ŝh

)2

k

) ,

√
1
n

n∑
k=1

(
(Ih)k −

(
Îh

)
k

)2

(√
1
n

n∑
k=1

(Ih)
2
k +
√

1
n

n∑
k=1

(
Îh

)2

k

) ,

√
1
n

n∑
k=1

(
(Sv)k −

(
Ŝv

)
k

)2

(√
1
n

n∑
k=1

(Sv)
2
k +
√

1
n

n∑
k=1

(
Ŝv

)2

k

) ,

√
1
n

n∑
k=1

(
(Iv)k −

(
Îv

)
k

)2

(√
1
n

n∑
k=1

(Iv)
2
k +
√

1
n

n∑
k=1

(
Îv

)2

k

) ,

√
1
n

n∑
k=1

(
Pk − P̂k

)2

(√
1
n

n∑
k=1

P2
k +
√

1
n

n∑
k=1

P̂2
k

) ,

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (13)

where Ŝh, Îh, Ŝv, Îv and P̂ are the approximate solution form.

3 Results and Discussions

This section provides the numerical outcomes of the biological HVPNM given in the model (1)
using the UANN-GA-IPA. The obtained outcomes of the biological HVPNM are compared with the
biological HVPNM with the Adams results, convergence investigations, AE and performance values
are derived through different statistical operatives. The simplified mathematical form of the biological
HVPNM using the suitable parameter values is provided as: The merit function using the biological
HVPNM is provided as:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

S′
h(u) = 2.5 − 0.025Sh(u) − 0.0015Iv(u)Sh(u), Sh(0) = 50,

I ′
h(u) = 0.0015Sh(u)Iv(u) − 0.025Ih(u), Ih(0) = 50,

S′
v(u) = 1.25 − 0.025Sv(u) − 0.015P(u)Sv(u) − 0.0005Ih(u)Sv(u), Sv(0) = 10,

I ′
v(u) = 0.0005Sv(u)Ih(u) − 0.015Iv(u)P(u) − 0.025Sv(u), Iv(0) = 40,

P′(u) = 0.015Iv(u)P(u) + 0.015Sv(u)P(u) − 0.125P(u) P(0) = 3.

(14)

� = 1
N

N∑
K=1

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

[
(Ŝ′

h)K − 2.5 + 0.0015(Ŝh)K(Iv)K + 0.025(Ŝh)K

]2

+[(I ′
h)K + 0.025(Ih)K − 0.0015(Iv)K(Sh)K ]2

+[(S′
v)K + 0.025(Sv)K − 1.25 + 0.015(Sv)K(P)K + 0.0005(Sv)K(Ih)K ]2

+[(I ′
v)K + 0.025(Sv)K + 0.015(P)K(Iv)K − 0.0005(Sv)K(Ih)K ]2

+[(P′)K − 0.015(P)K(Iv)K − 0.015(Sv)K(P)K + 0.125(P)K ]2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

+ 1
5

[(
(Ŝh)0 − 50

)2

+
(
(Îh)0 − 50

)2

+
(
(Ŝv)0 − 10

)2

+
(
(Îv)0 − 40

)2

+
(

P̂0 − 3
)2
]

.

(15)

The biological HVPNM provided in the system (1) is executed to optimize the fitness function
through the UANN-GA-IPA to form the parameters of the NNs on the basis of 30 variables. The
ideal values of the weight vectors are derived to solve the biological HVPNM. The mathematical
formulations obtained through UANN-GA-IPA are given as:
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Ŝh(u) = 3.4746
1 + e(−1.6224u+19.4060)

− 12.5441
1 + e(−0.5491u−0.3284)

− 1.5.5441
1 + e( 0.7347u−15.7735)

− 15.7214
1 + e( −6.2276u+18.3474)

− 16.2946
1 + e( 1.1266u+18.5486)

− 4.1264
1 + e(0.8914u−7.3676)

+ 4.1435
1 + e( −7.5660u−8.8420)

− 16.0335
1 + e( −4.4111u+19.6276)

+ 3.0288
1 + e( −14.5175u−18.4874)

− 18.8735
1 + e(2.1370u+6.2740)

,

(16)

Îh(u) = 6.9776
1 + e(−0.5375u+8.0255)

+ 4.6790
1 + e(−0.5016u+7.6212)

+ 3.7091
1 + e(− 3.0830u−9.6962)

+ 15.3944
1 + e(− 9.2656u+19.1732)

+ 2.3051
1 + e( 1.0775u+7.0150)

+ 2.5032
1 + e(0.8237u−4.7315)

+ 13.6828
1 + e( 0.5350u+0.5298)

− 14.3269
1 + e( 2.5704u+7.2673)

− 0.2493
1 + e( 1.8264u−14.6750)

+ 11.4621
1 + e(6.5546u−15.9241)

,

(17)

Ŝv(u) = 8.9019
1 + e(19.9710u+12.2750)

− 6.7827
1 + e(−0.4060u+0.5991)

− 3.5007
1 + e( 0.3782u−3.9606)

+ 8.8023
1 + e( 19.7391u+16.0021)

− 11.9408
1 + e(− 17.5383u−13.9080)

+ 0.1353
1 + e(−7.3213u−17.8130)

− 2.4727
1 + e( 5.7174u+19.9997)

− 4.6883
1 + e( 0.7867u−12.4458)

− 2.3688
1 + e( 2.3318u+12.4458)

− 1.0965
1 + e(1.0664u−2.6329)

,

(18)

Îv(u) = 8.9019
1 + e(−1.9644u+10.3397)

− 6.7827
1 + e(−3.4215u−7.3254)

+ 8.8023
1 + e( −1.2424u−1.6570)

− 11.9408
1 + e( 1.5443u−1.1242)

− 11.9408
1 + e( 1.5443u−1.1242)

+ 0.1353
1 + e(−12.0117u−19.4255)

− 2.4727
1 + e( 10.9352u+8.0995)

− 4.6883
1 + e( −0.8939u−7.8416)

− 2.3688
1 + e( −0.8939u−7.8416)

− 1.0965
1 + e(−13.1828u−12.2091)

,

(19)

P̂(u) = 5.0650
1 + e(1.2230u−2.2080)

+ 0.7545
1 + e(8.0951u+15.0765)

+ 05614
1 + e( −0.8688u−4.4348)

− 0.5758
1 + e( 0.7020u−2.7516)

+ 1.6884
1 + e( 2.0241u−4.1483)

+ 2.7831
1 + e(1.7131u−4.3795)

+ 0.5421
1 + e( 19.5540u+12.2355)

− 0.8315
1 + e( −1.2643u−3.0184)

+ 1.4336
1 + e(− 0.6437u−14.2708)

+ 6.2653
1 + e(0.8689u−0.8370)

.

(20)

The illustrations related to the weight vectors, result comparison as well as AE are derived in
Figs. 1–3 using the UANN-GA-IPA based on the biological HVPNM. The values of the best weight
vectors are drawn in Figs. 1a–1e using 30 variables or 10 neurons. The performances of the results
comparison for solving the biological HVPNM are provided in Figures (f to j). The mean and best
outcomes using the UANN-GA-IPA have been compared with the reference Adams results for solving
the biological HVPNM. The accurate and specific performances of the UANN-GA-IPA and the
reference solutions have been noticed on the basis of the matching of the outcomes. The AE based on
the mean and best solutions is demonstrated in Figs. 2a–2e for the biological HVPNM. It is observed
that the AE best outcomes of the Sh(u), Ih(u), Sv(u), Iv(u) and P(u) are calculated around 10−05–10−08,
10−05–10−07, 10−05–10−06, 10−04–10−06 and 10−05–10−07, while the mean values of the AE for the classes
Sh(u), Ih(u), Sv(u), Iv(u) and P(u) are calculated around 10−04–10−06, 10−03–10−06, 10−03–10−05, 10−02–10−04
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and 10−04–10−06. The EVAF, MAD and TIC operator performances for the biological HVPNM are
presented in the subfigure 2. For Sh(u), the best EVAF, MAD and TIC operators lie around 10−10–10−11,
10−04–10−06 and 10−09–10−10. For Ih(u), the best EVAF, MAD and TIC operators lie around 10−09–10−10,
10−05–10−06 and 10−08–10−10. For Sv(u), the best EVAF, MAD and TIC operators calculated around
10−08–10−09, 10−05–10−06 and 10−09–10−10. For Iv(u), the best EVAF, MAD and TIC operators found
10−09–10−10, 10−05–10−06 and 10−08–10−10. For P(u), the best EVAF, MAD and TIC operators calculated
10−11–10−12, 10−05–10−06 and 10−10–10−11.

(a) Weight vectors of ( )hS u (f) Comparison illustrations of ( )hS u

(b) Weight vectors of ( )hI u (g) Comparison illustrations of ( )hI u

(c) Weight vectors of ( )vS u (h) Comparison illustrations of ( )vS u

Figure 1: (Continued)
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(d) Weight vectors of ( )vI u (i) Comparison illustrations of ( )vI u

(e) Weight vectors of: ( )P u (j) Comparison illustrations of ( )P u

Figure 1: The comparison of the outcomes and best values of the weights for solving the biological
HVPNM

The graphs based on the statistical operatives and the performances of histogram are provided in
Figs. 3 and 4 to solve the biological HVPNM. The convergence illustrations using the EVAF and TIC
values are provided based on the biological HVPNM. It is observed that the TIC performances for
Sh(u), Ih(u), Sv(u), Iv(u) and P(u) found around in the ranges of 10−07–10−10. The EVAF performances
for Sh(u), Ih(u), Sv(u), Iv(u) and P(u) found around 10−06–10−11. It is observed that the best values of
these operators through UANN-GA-IPA are calculated suitable for the EVAF and TIC operators.

In order to authenticate the accuracy of the proposed UANN-GA-IPA for solving the biological
HVPNM, Tabs. 3 to 7 are provided in the domain [0, 1] with the 0.1 step size. The values based on
the Maximum (Max), S.I.R, Median (MED) standard deviation (STD), Mean and Minimum (Min)
gages are provided in these Tables. The best values are defined in Min gages, while the Max gages
shows the worst results. It is seen that the Min values lie around 10−07–10−10, 10−05–10−08, 10−06–10−07,
10−05–10−07 and 10−06–10−08 for Sh(u), Ih(u), Sv(u), Iv(u) and P(u), whereas, the Max gages even show the
worst results are found around 10−03–10−05 for each class of the biological HVPNM. The Mean, STD,
MED and S.I.R gages are also found in good measures that lie around 10−05–10−07, 10−06–10−07, 10−05–
10−07 and 10−07–10−08, respectively. It is concluded from these evidences that the proposed approach
UANN-GA-IPA is reliable and consistent for solving the biological HVPNM.
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(a) AE for ( )hS u

(b) AE for ( )hI u

(c) AE for ( )vS u

Figure 2: (Continued)
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(d) AE for ( )vI u

(e) AE for ( )P u

(f) Performance operators for the biological HVPNM

Figure 2: AE values and the performances of the TIC, EVAF and MAD performances for the
biological HVPNM
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TIC performances for the biological HVPNM

(a) Histograms for ( )hS u (b) Histograms for ( )hI u (c) Histograms for ( )vS u

(d) Histograms for ( )vI u (e) Histograms for ( )P u

Figure 3: TIC performances and the histogram plots using the UANN-GA-IPA for the biological
HVPNM

The best global operator performances of the TIC, MAD and EVAF are provided in Tab. 8 using
the UANN-GA-IPA by taking 20 independent executions for solving the biological HVPNM. The
global MED performances based on the EVAF, MAD and TIC found around 10−07–10−09, 10−09–
10−10 and 10−05–10−06, while the S.I.R global measures for the EVAF, MAD and TIC are calculated
around 10−07–10−09, 10−09–10−10 and 10−04–10−05 for solving the biological HVPNM. These optimal
values obtained through the global measures authenticate the precision and exactness of the designed
UANN-GA-IPA.
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EVAF performances for the biological HVPNM

(a) Histograms for ( )hS u (b) Histograms for ( )hI u (c) Histograms for ( )vS u

(d) Histograms for ( )vI u (e) Histograms for ( )P u

Figure 4: EVAF performances and the histogram plots using the UANN-GA-IPA for the biological
HVPNM
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Table 3: Statistical performances of the biological HVPNM using the UANN-GA-IPA for Sh(u)

u Sh(u)

MIN MAX MED MEAN S.I.R STD

0 8.7294E-10 4.3977E-04 5.9776E-06 4.0528E-05 9.6462E-06 1.0057E-04
0.1 4.3588E-07 6.0697E-04 1.3697E-05 5.5359E-05 1.8375E-05 1.3505E-04
0.2 3.3282E-07 6.0581E-04 4.4779E-05 7.2798E-05 1.6038E-05 1.3201E-04
0.3 4.4581E-07 5.0737E-04 5.6085E-05 8.6186E-05 3.7269E-05 1.1257E-04
0.4 3.4097E-06 3.6810E-04 7.5198E-05 9.6630E-05 5.7319E-05 9.0593E-05
0.5 2.3035E-07 2.3110E-04 9.0271E-05 9.6347E-05 6.7384E-05 7.5731E-05
0.6 8.8641E-07 2.0652E-04 7.0656E-05 8.3609E-05 5.3948E-05 6.4727E-05
0.7 2.1856E-06 1.9894E-04 4.2919E-05 6.1564E-05 4.4296E-05 5.6540E-05
0.8 2.9659E-07 1.6274E-04 2.5191E-05 4.5835E-05 3.6881E-05 5.1812E-05
0.9 3.4664E-06 1.6709E-04 3.6946E-05 5.0474E-05 2.5477E-05 4.5642E-05
1 7.4989E-07 2.1383E-04 2.5847E-05 4.2118E-05 1.2448E-05 4.7555E-05

Table 4: Statistical performances of the biological HVPNM using the UANN-GA-IPA for Ih(u)

u Ih(u)

MIN MAX MED MEAN S.I.R STD

0 4.4861E-08 8.1396E-05 4.7651E-06 1.3760E-05 9.1786E-06 2.1379E-05
0.1 1.4321E-06 2.7972E-04 2.5833E-05 4.3688E-05 2.5953E-05 6.2839E-05
0.2 4.1082E-07 2.1396E-04 3.9921E-05 6.1013E-05 4.4921E-05 5.8754E-05
0.3 2.7652E-06 1.7397E-04 6.1499E-05 7.2271E-05 3.7327E-05 4.8161E-05
0.4 9.3624E-06 3.6542E-04 7.7841E-05 9.5674E-05 3.9363E-05 7.9112E-05
0.5 7.2290E-07 6.5035E-04 7.0465E-05 1.0034E-04 4.9664E-05 1.4200E-04
0.6 4.6097E-07 8.0817E-04 3.9005E-05 9.5324E-05 3.4048E-05 1.7804E-04
0.7 5.2182E-06 7.7635E-04 2.4741E-05 8.1063E-05 2.9351E-05 1.7243E-04
0.8 3.4668E-09 5.3674E-04 2.1216E-05 6.5375E-05 2.3478E-05 1.2174E-04
0.9 5.7714E-08 1.7066E-04 3.3459E-05 5.6200E-05 3.4175E-05 5.3232E-05
1 1.1471E-05 1.1050E-04 4.5144E-05 4.9558E-05 2.5777E-05 2.9198E-05
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Table 5: Statistical performances of the biological HVPNM using the UANN-GA-IPA for Sv(u)

u Sv(u)

MIN MAX MED MEAN S.I.R STD

0 3.8873E-07 3.1968E-04 8.1793E-06 5.3339E-05 2.1280E-05 9.3319E-05
0.1 6.4080E-06 3.4150E-04 3.5561E-05 7.4215E-05 2.8984E-05 9.4927E-05
0.2 2.1335E-06 3.3890E-04 3.4299E-05 7.7874E-05 3.8213E-05 9.4878E-05
0.3 2.2893E-06 3.2177E-04 .3236E-05 7.5376E-05 2.6461E-05 1.0784E-04
0.4 4.3305E-06 3.2222E-04 3.4737E-05 8.9363E-05 5.2953E-05 1.1203E-04
0.5 2.8816E-06 3.2515E-04 3.9326E-05 9.5041E-05 6.3953E-05 1.0625E-04
0.6 1.3711E-07 3.1565E-04 4.2517E-05 8.4552E-05 4.9656E-05 9.0522E-05
0.7 2.1303E-06 2.9785E-04 3.0693E-05 6.0726E-05 2.8408E-05 7.7896E-05
0.8 2.4629E-06 2.7823E-04 2.6159E-05 5.3863E-05 2.6900E-05 7.4723E-05
0.9 1.4844E-06 2.6403E-04 3.3382E-05 6.6929E-05 3.1851E-05 7.7258E-05
1 2.1431E-06 2.6131E-04 2.7138E-05 5.9943E-05 2.4415E-05 7.2652E-05

Table 6: Statistical performances of the biological HVPNM using the UANN-GA-IPA for Iv(u)

u Iv(u)

MIN MAX MED MEAN S.I.R STD

0 1.2955E-07 2.7509E-04 6.2288E-06 3.9893E-05 2.5337E-05 6.8553E-05
0.1 1.0303E-06 1.6913E-03 4.1695E-05 2.3616E-04 4.9893E-05 5.0651E-04
0.2 1.9683E-06 2.5026E-03 6.2503E-05 3.9116E-04 7.6323E-05 7.9652E-04
0.3 1.6837E-06 2.4359E-03 8.2247E-05 4.6147E-04 1.3508E-04 8.5653E-04
0.4 2.2555E-07 2.6920E-03 1.0511E-04 4.1910E-04 1.7513E-04 7.2131E-04
0.5 1.6134E-06 2.3054E-03 9.9354E-05 2.7548E-04 1.5494E-04 5.0993E-04
0.6 2.4842E-06 1.4354E-03 6.9188E-05 3.0077E-04 1.8542E-04 4.5828E-04
0.7 1.2107E-05 2.7087E-03 5.9323E-05 3.7518E-04 1.3015E-04 8.0136E-04
0.8 6.6514E-06 3.6749E-03 7.5708E-05 4.6523E-04 8.7894E-05 1.0990E-03
0.9 1.6480E-05 3.6478E-03 8.6459E-05 4.9600E-04 1.0059E-04 1.0876E-03
1 1.6526E-05 2.0508E-03 6.2683E-05 2.9321E-04 8.4184E-05 6.0205E-04
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Table 7: Statistical performances of the biological HVPNM using the UANN-GA-IPA for P(u)

u P(u)

MIN MAX MED MEAN S.I.R STD

0 3.3961E-07 8.0595E-04 1.5500E-05 1.2172E-04 1.3102E-05 2.5014E-04
0.1 9.5303E-08 7.5594E-04 3.7320E-05 1.4106E-04 8.0734E-05 2.2175E-04
0.2 3.9764E-07 6.8831E-04 3.6844E-05 1.3828E-04 7.3223E-05 2.0866E-04
0.3 2.9780E-06 6.1811E-04 6.5438E-05 1.6331E-04 1.5085E-04 1.9912E-04
0.4 8.1070E-07 7.6181E-04 9.8353E-05 1.8768E-04 9.2631E-05 2.3171E-04
0.5 2.9723E-06 8.1865E-04 8.9808E-05 2.0087E-04 1.3425E-04 2.7539E-04
0.6 3.6889E-07 8.6011E-04 9.3703E-05 2.1581E-04 1.4588E-04 2.7047E-04
0.7 7.6103E-07 7.8531E-04 8.9826E-05 1.9692E-04 1.6668E-04 2.3378E-04
0.8 1.7324E-07 6.7876E-04 4.8246E-05 1.6249E-04 1.2656E-04 2.1988E-04
0.9 1.5170E-06 9.4581E-04 4.3439E-05 1.6667E-04 7.1906E-05 2.7006E-04
1 5.4209E-06 1.1404E-03 6.3587E-05 2.1419E-04 1.1424E-04 3.2729E-04

Table 8: Global operator values for the biological HVPNM

Parameters GEVAF GMAD GTIC

MED SIR MED SIR MED SIR

Sh(u) 5.6126E-09 6.1911E-09 3.0114E-09 1.4451E-09 5.4749E-05 2.2837E-
05

Ih(u) 5.9320E-09 3.3542E-09 3.0658E-10 1.2191E-09 5.2151E-05 2.1927E-
05

Sv(u) 1.8308E-07 3.6686E-07 1.7197E-09 2.0126E-10 3.3303E-06 3.4159E-
05

Iv(u) 3.7912E-09 1.5885E-08 4.0233E-09 6.1378E-09 7.2969E-05 1.1774E-
04

P(u) 3.5824E-09 2.2016E-08 4.1007E-09 6.9632E-09 7.6640E-05 1.1827E-
04

4 Conclusions

The present study is related to design a computational framework to solve a class of biological
host-vector-predator nonlinear model. This biological model is dependent upon five groups, host
plant susceptible and infected populations, vectors population of susceptible and infected individuals
and the predator population. An unsupervised artificial neural network is introduced based on the
computational framework of local and global search competencies of interior-point algorithm and
genetic algorithm. An error function based on the differential model and its ICs is designed and the
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optimization is performed using the computational heuristic of UANN-GA-IPA for solving the bio-
logical nonlinear model. The satisfactory performances have been obtained through the comparison of
the proposed numerical outcomes of the biological nonlinear model through UANN-GA-IPA and the
reference solutions. The AE values obtained in good measures, i.e., 10−06 to 10−08 for solving each class
of the nonlinear biological model. The EVAF and TIC gages have been considered in good illustrations
to solve the biological nonlinear model. In addition, the MAD values are also calculated in good ranges
for solving the nonlinear model. The STD, Mean, MED, Min, Max, S.I.R and Max gages have been
assessed for twenty independent trials to validate the correctness of the designed UANN-GA-IPA.
Furthermore, the global representations through the statistical performances in terms of MED and
S.I.R have been proficiently applied to solve the nonlinear biological model.

In future, the proposed computational UANN-GA-IPA is implemented to solve the fractional
order singular systems, fluid natured models and many others of paramount interest [31–35].
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